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Lila, the Divine Play

nate episode.
It gave an impression of duplicity if not dishonesty.
There is
a substantial
section of the more or less politically-minded
in Ceylon (as
elsewhere) for whom the Colonial Office is a gang of " imperialist exploiters"
anxious to keep the Ceylonese in "slavery."
For them the phrases about
leading colonial peoples to self-government,
Great Britain's"
sacred trust,"
and the rest, are merely insulting hypocrisy.
Even a slight acquaintance
with British politics would dispel this illusion; but it has strong psychological
foundations which forbid any study of the subject outside Lenin's pamphlet
on Imperialism.
The correspondence gave an air of plausibility to the assertion that Colonial Office policy was to .. divide and rule," a policy which has :
never been followed by the Colonial Office-at
least since 1840, and even
Durham's allegation was false. British sensitiveness to minority opinion is
in fact at worst a foible and at best a virtue, for it arises out of a sense of
justice.
His Majesty's Government is His Majesty's Government;
and it is
improper for any act to be done in the King's name which may result in oppression, discrimination
or injustice to his people. There may be argument as
to the manner in which this principle has been applied, but the principle.
itself is clear. If the Ceylon Tamils assert that self-government for the
Ceylonese will mean discrimination
by the Sinhalese, the question must at
least be investigated.
Having failed to compel the Sinhalese and the Tamils
to agree, and disagreement having in fact become more evident, it was decided
to appoint a Commission to investigate the matter notwithstanding
the terms
of the Declaration of 1943. A frank avowal of the reasons would have evoked
protests, and would even have brought out the allegations of " divide and
rule" ; but a Government that is honest in its statements can ignore perversion
of its motives.
Unfortunately
the statements
on this occasion were not
honest.

ROM~gVedic times throughout the Upanisads and the later systematic
period the concept of God as a single and unique personality is pro blematic for the Indian thinker. In as much as in the early Rg Veda several
Gods are regarded as representatives
of atmospheric forces, they all stand
on the same footing.
They are all for the Indian mind normal notions, being
notions of Nature.
But in the moment when the superiority of one of them
succeeds in being established, the problem starts.
Either the ~gVedic hymn is
then devoted to the main God, say Indra, together with others :(Visve De vas,
All-Gods), in a way to avoid an unnatural isolation; or else, the bundle of divine
qualities as a whole is in turn (kathenos) compiled on one divine form only,
but under the presupposition that yet another God in the next moment can
be praised with exactly the same attributes as he who is at present supreme.
In the latest parts of the Rg Veda then, all-embracing highest Gods are conceived, e.g. Prajapati, the Lord of all beings.
But this Praj apati, while being
all-embracing, is only a vague and ambiguous personality and never attained
a unique rank.
In a similar manner God Varuna is significantly addressed
either as a dual deity (Mitr a-Varunau] and then contains all polar aspects,
day and night, etc., or else, when mentioned alone, he too, is vague and
ambiguous and not supreme as a distinct personality.
As I tried to point Out
in a former essay, I Varuna owes his importance less to his own single or dual
aspects but to the Impersonal idea of Rt a whose servant or child he is generally
called. The vagueness
of an all-embracing
divine person is
characteristically
expressed in the refrain of the so-called Ka-hymn, Rgveda
10,I2I:
•. Whom then shall we adore as the God?"
This development of
late Rgvedic thought culminates in Rgveda 10,129 which definitely ranges
the God or the Gods, as" arviig visarja~ena:'
downwards in (later), inferior to,
the world-emanation,
i.e. temporarily, and with regard to value, on a lower
rank than the manifested phenomena themselves.
Therefore, this hymn
asserts that the God probably does not know himself how the world came into
being because he is later than its beginning.
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Subsequently,
however, the situation
was retrieved.
The Soul bury
Commission having found for the Ministers, the White Paper went further
than the Declaration of 1943. It did not go as far as Mr. Senanayake asked,
for the Declaration was not concerned only with the minority problem.
The
creation of a new international
unit and the vesting of uncontrolled power
over defence and external affairs in Ministers hitherto unconcerned with them,
would be a serious step.
Even if the Colonial Office were willing to try the
experiment,
and even if the Service Departments
were satisfied with Mr.
Senanayake's
proposals for an agreement about defence, the Foreign Office
and the India Office might still raise difficulties.
One of the main obstacles
to Dominion status, the minority problem, has been removed: the problem
of the defence of Ceylon could almost certainly be solved on the lines suggested
by Mr. Senanayake;
the Foreign Office would not be seriously concerned
unless Ceylon's trade policy began to have serious international repercussions;
there would remain the problem of relations with India.

After the Rgvedic times in Br ahmana and early Upanisadic
texts
predominance is not given to the personal form of a " He-God," but to the
all-embracing
" It " out of which the division into the male and female
comes into being as yet its manifestations.
For several hundred years the
neuter Brahman is the highest Divine.
It is true that the younger group
~f Upanisads, especially the Sveta;vatara
Upanisad, puts a personal fSvara
mto the foreground, but Siva (or V'\>DU) is once more, either combined in a
dual form as" Hari-Hara," or, if only one of them is the chosen deity [Istadevata) then even this so-called theistic Upanisad definitely asserts that He
1.
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cannot be grasped in one visible form but only in a series of his auaiiiras,
descents (Svet. up 4, 19 f.) Thus apparent singleness disappears again in
multiformity.
This consistent reluctance towards uniqueness even of the
divine form is as characteristic for the Indian thought as the attempts, unsuccessful as they are, to establish in later systematics the postulates of one
single Creator-God.
Let us once more look back on the various concepts provided in Indian
texts for this main divine postulate cf Creation.
In early ~gvedic times
one God or the other is assumed to be the" vi-dhiifr "which is wrongly often
translated as "Creator ," while literally meaning" Disposer."
God sees to it
that Heaven and Earth do not fall together, that the Sun, the Moon shine in
their due course, that the udder of the cow fills itself with milk in the
appropriate moment, etc., i.e. that everything functions in its due order.
Another concept of creation prevalent in Brahmana-and Upanisad-times
is that of creation in the sense of " visarga," a quasi- biological emanation or
secretion of bodily forces. Or else, the cosmic being is dissected, or dissects
itself, into different separate limbs by way of a sacrifice, and the earthly beings
thus produced are only parts of the cosmic organism.
The logical system of India, the later Nyaya, has taken upon itself a
rather difficult task, when establishing the person of a Creator-God and
explaining the motives for His world-creation.
The supreme Divine cannot
have any want; that contradicts its primary perfection.
It cannot create
either from the motive of compassion towards His creatures; that does not
agree with the Indian ideal of divine unperturbed indifference towards wordly
happenings.
Nor can the God create the whole cosmos for the sole benefit of
Man. For firstly, Man is not singled out among his fellow-beings, and
secondly not acknowledged as their absolute master.
No extenuating fact,
therefore, is given to account for such an injustice of God towards the other
creatures.
The Nyaya and also the earlier Brahma-Sfitras
2'1'33 state
accordingly that God creates the world out of mere" Ill a," play or pastime;
but is this divine "Lila" merely just a fancy?
Or is it an indomitable urge
of quasi-biological origin to display His natural forces which refuse to remain
in a static condition?
This latter explanation is suggested by the Sankhya system.
Pr akpt]
plays and displays her power of world-production through manifesting herself.
Significantly, she is therefore termed the" nart al I," the cosmic dancer.
One
~ay combine this concept with the general representation of theistic Sivaisrn.
Siva is the" nata-raja," the master dancer.
While generating, he dances his
dance of world-destruction,
and, while destroying, he provides the potential
mass for fur ther outgrowth.
Characteristically,
Siva, the God of generation
and destruct ion, has a third aspect, that of the master Yogin who is indifferent
towards g I,d and bad karma, because both are interwoven and interrelated
coun cerf .•rces. Siva, the master dancer, smiles with ease and plays with the
polar a-;p -ct.s of g(lOd and bad, posit.ive and negative forms. He brings about
30
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simultaneous and successive counter-actions.
Thus dance and play are
expressions of neutrality, indifference and aloofness towards single purpose.
Lila is dynamic change, is a swinging to and fro, up and down, like a pendulum
in periodic movements.
But there is yet a profane aspect of lila, very often referred to in the
Indian Kavyam, poetry.
The beautiful woman is called "Tilavat i," the
coquettish, ambiguous, elusive woman who attracts and escapes and keeps
the men guessing.
It is no accident that Pr akrti (in the Sankhya system) in
her display of cosmic forms tries to attract the male Purusa like a woman
does in her flirt.
However, this feminine aspect of erotic play has-in true Indian speculation on counter-parts-its
male complement.
The medieval
Krsna
mysticism, profane and religious, emphasizes divine productivity in playful
union and disunion between KpilI).aand his shepherdesses; now he embraces
the one, in the next moment he invites and accepts attention from another.
He remains ever-youthful,
ever-productive
and ever-promising
for the
future.
He is eternal youth, the .. Bala-Krsna."
Perfection, attainment,
fulfilment, is an end in itself and therefore a boundary line which cuts off
further expansion and fruition.
Siva, the mature God, dances forcefully his
ambiguous dance of generation and destruction while Krsna, the youth,
enticingly plays the flute eliciting response, emotions, singing and dancing
from his mistresses.
The mature God retains his divine, all-embracing
qualities through his own polar aspects; the " Bala-Kpsna " is divine through
his infinite promise which ever eludes and ever beckons.
The beauty of the woman's body is expressed in Indian art by broken
lines, by her .. bhanganas.'
her curves which show wilful movements in
different directions.
The graceful bend of her head is taken up, but thrown
in yet another direction, through the curve of her neck and once more changed
in dynamic flow by the swing of her hips. The Man-God, especially Vj~I:1U,
suggests accordingly in Indian artistic representation
superiority and dorni.nation while assuming the so-called lila-asana, the posture of play, crossing his
legs and lifting his head in a leisurely reclining pose. Leisure is the expression
of freedom from strenuous work and arduous desire.
. Play is expression of beauty.'
It is no accident that Ramanuja, the
?hllosopher who tries to combine the general Vedantic concept of the
l~I?ersonal Divine with his special notion of a personal God, predicates the
<i.lVlne person with the distinguishing attribute of absolute beauty, the expresSIOn.of creative play. I should like to mention in passing that this divine
pre~cate of play, though strange for the Western mind in general as a higher
qualIty than serious intent, once also found an advocate in a Western thinker.
2.

Synonyms: lalita and sundara-
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Schiller in his" Aesthetische Briefe " claims that the highest creative impulse
of an artist is the" Spieltrie b," playful tendency.
This statement does not
find a justification through reason and argument in Schiller's own exposition,
but taken together with the fully developed Indian doctrine, it gets its significance and proper value.
Lila is the expression of composed pleasure and leisurcful happiness.
As such, one may well associate it with the divine predicate of the Vedanta
system: ananda, absolute bliss. There are different interpretations
of this
concept of ananda : the Divine rests in itself in complete bliss, gives complete
bliss and is complete bliss, which no single effort can afford. One may contrast this idea with the Indian notion of karma: action as toil and discomfort.
It is significant that our present period of the world which is considered the
worst degradation from the" Golden Ages," those of absolute happiness, is
called " karma-yuga," the period of worries and unsuccessful efforts.
And yet another main concept cf Indian thought can be combined with
the concept of Ii/a as the Highest and the Divine. The ErhadaranyakaUpanisad emphatically asserts in reverse repetition that" bhuman is ananda
and iinanda is Murnan."
Bhuman literally translated
means continuous
growth and development, display of the power of " bhii," continuous becoming without end, self-sufficient yet never complete in itself. Play, Iita too,
is a symbol of life-force continuously diffusing.
As regards the concept of Time, /ita represents continuity.
It is well
worth noting that the Greeks from the time of the pre-Socratics establish the
necessity of a " kairos," of the adequate moment when to start with adequate
means to achieve one single purpose and intent.
India, on the other hand,
who developed her thoughts under the more favourable conditions of a mainly
tropical climate, never felt the need of the effortful moment and directed
purpose for one single end. Instead of limiting herself to a "kairos,"
a
straight line towards a certain end, she thinks in series of continuing receding
preceding waves: polar existence is ever present, simultaneously
and
successively.
Heraclitus, then, the \Vestern thinker who more than all others
approaches the Indian worlel of thought, 3 significantly gra"ps the concept of the
" aiiin," the creative continuity of time and lifeforce, under the simile of an
ever youthful child at play. In his Fragment 52 he asserts that" the" aion "
is a child playing with dice. The supreme government of the world lies in the
hands of a child."
A last reflection of this truly cosmic concept is given in the lyrics of
Rabindranath
Tagore.
In his" Waxing Moon" he finds the expression for
limitless eternity in the simile of children, playing near the beaches with
3.
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pebbles vvhich they lift and throwaway, building and destroying structures
of running sand, empty shells and fragile leaves, dancing and smiling
and singing senseless words of continuous rhythm.
Divine purposeless
irresponsible
In the psychological sphere, in the artistic, in the ontological and, as we
shall see, in the physical sphere tua is effortless transformation, super-reasonable construction and destruction.
We may combine this idea of lita with the
vague, but significant, Indian concept of the" iikasa."
"Akasa," the ether, is
the medium of light and sound.
It is permanent in its continuous change
and contains in itself in an embryonic stage all manifestations as waves. While
not being one-sidedly fixed, being Space in motion and oscillating balance,
therefore containing all in one, emptiness and compactness, it is for the Indian
the all-embracing Divine, ambiguous and elusive as it is. It cannot be rationally fixed and grasped, but yet is felt as ever-present, and ever-productive.
Thus we have derived from the different aspects of uu several postulates
of Indian thought:
Not definite one-sidedness, not fixed purposefulness
but productive ambiguity, endless combination of more than one tendency,
that is the divine meaning of Iita for the Indian.
One can even try to view from this angle another predominant Indian
idea: that of Maya. As I pointed out in several former essays.s Maya, derived
from the root ma, indicates temporal reality, reality for this empirial sphere
of measurable forms. But all measurable, that means limited, shapes are
bound to have an origin and an end, and as such they do not imply constant
reality and lasting p~rmanency (sub specie aeternitatis).
The first occurrence
of the term may a is in Rg Veda 5,85 and 8,89 where Indra is called" pururupa," the multiform, when applying his power of Maya. Accordingly,
Kp;m.a in chapters IO and II of the Bhagavadf::,ita displays in his divine
epiphany-in
a kind of momentary repetition-all
existent phenomena of the
atmosphere and of the earthly world by manifesting himself as creatures,
as mountains, as metres, as syllables, as Vedas, etc ...
This epiphany is called
his" vi-bhu!i," his power of displaying divergent (vi) functions and beings
(bhutasj.
This manifold manifestation and simultaneous transformation
is
his Maya.. Maya, then, is not unreality, but an ever-changing play and display of forms.
All phenomena stand side- by-side, all fulfilling their own
functions, all interwoven in their tendencies, regulated and restricted in their
functions by an immanent dynamic order, but not limited in direction from
with?ut.
Lila is elusiveness and MaJ·(i is elusiveness, because both represent
malllfoidness, change and ambiguity.
Like bubbles of Matter forms are
ass~med and lost, shapes are momentarily real and yet when seen in consccutIve moments, they lose their reality and their fOJms.
l\( ii'. Ii and iilii arc
ap
~
pearance and disappearance.
As such they are eternal fraud or eternal
potentialit v.
-
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After having examined the concept of li/il throughout
the various
branches of Indian thought, one may now try to approach this problem from
the linguistic angle, but especially in true Indian mannerfrom the psychological aspect of sound.
It is no accident that the most sacred syllable"
Om"
lends itself to all kinds of linguistic and psychological speculations.
Om is the
divine sound, because it satisfies the Indian postulate
of continuity
and
vagueness.
The air compressed in the main centre of breathing goes out into
the surrounding
air as a continuous sound whose single constituents
are
indistinguishable.
The same qualities
of liquidity
and continuity
are
conveyed in the sound of "1," in this case of the word LIlii corroborrated
through reduplication.
The word
suggests by its very sounds liquidity

uu

like water, like air.
A difficult term of the Brhadaranyaka-Upanif;Jad
4, 3, 7, is " leliiyati "
which is used in its context to assert that the constant divine Being appears as
if (iva) it moves continuously about, i.e. it vibrates to and fro.> Does this
term belong to a root Ii with reduplication,
or does it belong to the same root
as lila?
In both cases the onomatopoeic
significance cannot be disregarded
for establishing the rational meaning of the word."
BETTY
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The Future Official Languages
National Languages
of Instruction
1.

0/

Ceylon

of the Country as Media
and Administration.

Introductory.

NCeylon today there are two problems of great importance
concerning
language.namely.
(1) t he introduction
of the national languages as media
of instruction
and (2) the proposal to adopt them as official languages
of the country.
The second of t hesc can well be regarded as the first definite
step taken to remove a long-standing
anomaly-the
anc maly of having
universal franchise in a country where all administrative,
legislative
and
judicial functions arc carried on through the medium of a foreign language.
The proper handling of these two problems seems to require careful investigation and far-sighted planning.
They are often found to be regarded as
constituting
two independent subjects isolated from each other and related to
nothing outside their legal boundaries,
But, in point of fact, they are two
interdependent
subjects both together forming part of a larger one, namely,
the future development
of the national languages in Cevlon.
The proper
method of approach would therefore he first to examine the larger question as
a whole and then to determine suitable measures according to the needs of its
various aspects separately .

I

.2. Present Slate of Tamil.
In doing so it is perhaps necessary that a
brief reference should be made to the present state of the two national
languages.
Of these two, Tamil bas its home in India.
But it also occupies
an important position in the public life of Ceylon, though in this country it
counts only a small fraction of the total number of its native speakers.
Tamil,
which is one of the most developed and most copious of Indian languages, has
always held its own against the penetrating influence of English.
So much so,
that it has very few problems, especially here in Ceylon, and hardly any of the
difficulties which Sinhalese finds itself ~alJed upon to face. At the same time,
however, it can easily be linked lip with any development scheme which may
eventually be evolved.
It must be understood, therefore, that if in th« following inquiry one finds greater prominence given to Sinhak se than t e Tamil,
it. is not because Tamil is considered less important,
but lx cause the case of
SInhalese is more complicated.
5.

6.

Compare also ~lur;l.()aka Upani~ad, r . 2.2 and 1.2·4 where lelayati and ielliyamana
are used to designate the flickering of a flame. Compare further Brahmasutras,
1.3.39 where Brahman (l'raQa) is said to vibrate (Ka11lpana).
Since this article was
Coomaraswamy on
Society, 1941, and
ment each other.
to the subject

sent to the press, I happened to see a paper by Dr. Anand a
thr- sarne subject in the Journal of the American OrientaI am pleased to state that the two presentations
suppleRealkrs are referred to his paper for additional references

in S:,nskrit literature.

3· Present State (1/ Sinhalese. Sinhalese is the only language that claims
to be indigenous to Ceylon.
At least, it has no other heme.
And it may
als~ be considered to have for long flourished in its homeland as a school
subJect, though never as one related to life. In no secondary school, and in
no University or University College, has it ever been treated';s
a living language. It is mainly owing to this negligence that Sinhalese has all along be en
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